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The Evergreen State Drought in U.S.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 2: Two parts to designating a drought—insufficient water supply plus hardship.    The makes these decisions thought two committees, one devoted to evaluating and forecasting water supply, which is composed primary of federal and state agencies with water supply forecasting expertise – and another committee, which is charged with evaluating the economic, environmental and public health aspects of the water supply deficit and determining whether those impacts rise to the level of hardship.  What we’ve heard today is that how we think of normal water supply is liable to change over the next several decades.    More of our annual runoff will be in the winter months, less in the summer.   So what does that mean for drought declarations?   Consider that at we define as normal water supply is based upon Northwest River Forecast center data which uses a 1981 to 2010 base period.  As the base period changes to say, 1991 – 2020, and then from 2001 to 2030, the standard for normal will be changing as well.   



Normal Water Supply

“…the median amount of water 
available to a geographical area, 

relative to the most recent thirty-year 
base period used to define climate 

normals. “

The determination of drought 
conditions will consider seasonal 

water supply forecasts, other relevant 
factors and also may consider extreme 

departures from normal conditions 
over sub-seasonal time frames.
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• Oct – May: 38th Warmest
• January: 14th Warmest
• February:  5th Coldest
• May: 9th Warmest

Oct – May:  25th Driest
Jan – May:  13th Driest
March: 4th Driest

Temperature and Precipitation 2019
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NOAA National Centers for Environmental information, Climate at a Glance: Divisional Mapping, published June 2019,
retrieved on June 15, 2019 from https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cag/

Driest to Wettest 1895-2019: How does this year compare?
Divisional Precipitation Ranks, January - May
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Li, D., M. L. Wrzesien, M. Durand, J. Adam, and D. P. Lettenmaier (2017), How much runoff originates as snow in the western United States, and how will that change in 
the future?, Geophys. Res. Lett., 44, 6163–6172, doi:10.1002/2017GL073551. 

How much runoff originates as snow?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our part of the world, you can’t talk about water supply without talking about snowpack.    If you work in water resources, the metaphor you have here is to refer to snowpack as a “frozen reservoir.”   This is because most of our water supply starts out as snow.    The map you’re looking at is from a paper co-authored by Jenny Adam at Washington State and some other folks.    What they did is  figure out how much of runoff originates as snow.     For the western United States, 53 percent of our total runoff originates as snow.   In mountainous areas, that number is higher – about 71 percent.  For the Cascades, the number is 78 percent.    In the Washington Map, you can see that how this number varies by watershed or WRIA.   Lower elevation watersheds are more rain dominant, high elevation are more snow dominant.  That’s especially true on the east side of the Cascades, where you have a rain shadow effect and a barrier to warm, marine air.    Some basins like the Methow and Chelan see more than 85 percent of their runoff originate as snow.
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Okanogan at Malott
Ensemble Traces vs Drought Threshold, April through September



Okanogan at Malott
Ensemble Traces vs Drought Threshold, April through September
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Okanogan at Malott
Ensemble Traces vs Drought Threshold, April through September



April – September Forecast = 82 pct. of normal

Sub-seasonal Considerations in Water Supply Forecasting
Example of Stillaguamish nr Arlington



April – September Forecast = 82 pct. of normal
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Plots courtesy of Geoffrey Walters, NW River Forecast Center  June 14 2019
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Forecasted 2019 April – September Runoff compared to previous years, in descending rank Order

Retrieved June 15, Northwest 
River Forecast Center, 
https://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/natu
ral/index.html?version=2019031
3v1
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Multi-year snapshots, 7-day average flow as of June 15



WAC 173-167
Emergency Drought Funding

• A total of $2 Million is available to public entities to implement 
projects and measures that alleviate undue hardship caused by 
drought conditions negatively affecting: 
– The delivery of safe and reliable drinking water supplies.
– The survival of fish and wildlife.
– The viability of agricultural activities and livestock operations.
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Funding Cycle
• Non-competitive
• Amount of funding available: $2 million
• Grant award limit: $350,000
• Amount of matching funds required: 50% of the total cost of the project
• If a Low Income Community:

̶ There is no cost share.
̶ The award cap is raised to $700,000

• Our goal:  a three-week turnaround on funding decisions
• Rule expires October 2, 2019

*Low Income = a population of less than twenty-five thousand individuals with a mean household income of eighty percent or less of the state average.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is money to help with the hardship! Grant applicants may apply for a Total Eligible Cost of up to $350,000. Grant applicants must demonstrate the availability of cost-share funds of 50 percent of the Total Cost of the project, unless an applicant meets the exemption for public water systems in WAC 173-167-030(3). For example: Total Eligible Cost (Ecology share) $350,000 Applicant share $350,000 Total Cost of project $700,000 



http://bit.ly/droughtreport19



Jeff Marti
Department of Ecology
Jeff.marti@ecy.wa.gov

360 407 6627

Thank you

mailto:Jeff.marti@ecy.wa.gov
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